
The Camera Corps Dual Mini Remote (DMR) is 
a discreet, dual robotic head mini jib designed 
to faciliate capture of live action in a smooth 
and accurate way, from confined locations, 
such as behind the goals at soccer stadiums

The system can be configured for boom lengths 
between 1-3m and can be used with a variety 
of cameras including 4K, HD and high frame 
rate mini cameras. Full integration with the 
proven Camera Corps SMPTE Max fibre 
system and  joystick provides ergonomic 
control and robust  signal handling in an OB 
environment.

The DMR has been successfully deployed 
as the system of choice at many high profile 
international football events to provide slo-mo 
replays of action in and around the goal with full 
approval of the relevant governing bodies.
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When used in a football environment, the DMR coupled with a high frame rate camera can provide 
a live feed for immediate broadcast and a slow motion replay feed of action around the goal. 

The system has been designed with safety in mind to be as compact as possible in order to 
prevent it obscuring advertising and spectator or photographer sightlines.

The dual remote heads allow for accurate and smooth positioning behind the goal, while the 
Camera Corps SMPTE Max fibre system allows for operation either pitch side or remotely from 
within the broadcast compound since reverse vision, tally & full bi-directional talkback signals are 
fully integrated into the system.

One operator is possible
for both heads

1m – 3m length

Two remote heads in one

Fully remote controlled using
Camera Corps data system

Ultra smooth pan and tilt

Vertical ‘Up and Down’ axis
option also available

Fully waterproof

Compatible with camera models including
Antelope Pico, and other
leading HD minicams
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